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Introduction Perinatal Registry

National perinatal registry since 1982

Electronic submission since 1985

About 162.464 childbirths (2018) 

National Infrastructure HL7v3 pilot 2001

Operational use of HL7v3 messages 2009

8 versions of v3 messaging in past 11years + 3 older formats, all syntactically stored

Final step semantically equalizing into 1 target table for analysis 



Goal Perinatal care



Introduction Program Nictiz Perinatology

Until 2009 dataset was defined in Excel

After that Art Decor is used to define the dataset, valuesets, 

scenario’s, templates and terminology bindings



What is ART-DECOR?
'is an open-source tool and a methodology for various multidisciplinary stakeholders of healthcare 

information exchange'

DECOR (Data Elements, Codes, OIDs and Rules) is a methodology to capture the data needs of caregivers in 

terms of datasets and scenarios and use it to generate various artefacts: documentation, value sets, XML 

instance validation, generation and processing support, and test tools etc.

DECOR allows to iteratively improve recorded data and link together input from various experts with different 

background knowledge: caregivers, terminologist, modelers, analysts and interface/communication specialists. 

'allows separation of concerns and different views on a single documentation for different domain experts and 

common documentation done by multidisciplinary stakeholders of healthcare information exchange.' -> 

functional and technical seperation.

Summary: AD is a tool for the creation, maintenance and management of the various artefacts as mentioned. 

https://art-decor.org/mediawiki/index.php?title=About



Access for caregivers and vendors

Through the website of Nictiz

The page for the informationstandard for Perinatology: 

https://www.nictiz.nl/standaardisatie/informatiestandaarden/geboortezorg/

Access to datasets, including valuesets, scenario’s and templates

https://www.nictiz.nl/standaardisatie/informatiestandaarden/geboortezorg/


Projectpage: 
https://decor.nictiz.nl/perinatologie/peri20-html-
20190926T163541/index.html

https://decor.nictiz.nl/perinatologie/peri20-html-20190926T163541/index.html


Datasets: 
https://decor.nictiz.nl/perinatologie/peri20-html-
20190926T163541/dataset.html



Demo
Start page: https://decor.nictiz.nl/perinatologie/peri20-html-

20190926T163541/index.html

Top navigation summary.

Zoom in on Datasets. Alles, Zorgview, XML, 

Terminology: valuesets

https://decor.nictiz.nl/perinatologie/peri20-html-20190926T163541/index.html


Current dataset is now specified into FHIR NL 

profiles

FHIR IG development is currently in review.

https://informatiestandaarden.nictiz.nl/wiki/Ge

bz:FHIR_IG

Discuss comparing FHIR profiles NL and

Australia in another session?

Dataset 2.3 and FHIR

https://informatiestandaarden.nictiz.nl/wiki/Gebz:FHIR_IG

